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RES and Market design
EUROPEX recommends that policymakers focus on the following areas:

1. Bringing RES into the market
The policy mechanisms for promoting renewables are creating strong distortions of
Europe’s energy markets as well as creating high financial burdens for end-customers.

2. Rewarding capacity and flexibility
Exploit untapped benefits available from Energy Only Markets (EOM) by removing
subsidies, price regulation and allowing the Wholesale Price to trigger Demand Side
Response.

3. Remunerating transmission capacity
Investment in Renewables without concurrent investment in transmission networks is
leading to increased congestion.

4. Appropriate regulation and governance of markets
Markets need a stable environment in order to develop and perform their function
efficiently.
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RES and Support
• EUROPEX welcomes the changes to renewable energy policy
brought about by the Guidelines for State Aid.
• We strongly agree with Commissioner Almunia that ‘It is time
for renewables to join the market.’
• A European solution regarding support for renewables would
further boost their development as well as diminish the
impact of non-market-based factors onto the price of
electricity.
• Problems will be reduced by the Guidelines’ requirements
regarding direct market participation, balancing
responsibilities and reducing incentives to sell at negative
market prices.
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RES and Support (cont.)
• RES in electricity have evolved from a side show into a
force to be reckoned with.
• A consequence of the current implementation is a
distortion of the electricity market and additional financial
burdens for the final consumers.
• RES-E are the future but they must be integrated into the
market.
• Coupled electricity spot-markets and the progressive
development of intra-day markets, clear priorities for
EUROPEX, allow for this integration to happen.
• Open legal proceedings challenging FIT systems, new
Guidelines on environmental and energy aid, as well as
drastic changes to FIT systems in the EU are signs that we
are approaching major changes in the sector.
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RES and Support - example
Example: German consumers pay a dedicated levy for financing
the support system for RES-E of 62.4 EUR/MWh, while baseload
power was traded on the wholesale market around 30
EUR/MWh levels during the month of March 2014.
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RES and EU ETS can go hand in hand
• The main principles for the efficient functioning of environmental
markets such as the ETS are predictability and credibility through
stable framework conditions.
• Covering more than 11.000 power stations and industrial plants in
31 countries, the EU ETS has established itself as the by far largest
system for trading greenhouse gas emissions worldwide.
• Yet, there is a continuing discussion about the oversupply of
allowances which potentially overshadows the success of the EU
ETS. This stands in contrast to the global development, where
carbon markets are being increasingly established.
• The main principles of predictability and credibility must be
adhered to for the structural reform of the ETS and within the
wider 2030 climate and energy framework
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RES and GO
• One of these changes could well be a more pronounced
role for the GO system.
• Local electronic registries, connected through the AIB HUB
Registry, have made the transfer procedure relatively easy
and the system more trustworthy.
• EUROPEX members play important roles in various
capacities. Several provide GO Registries and act as Issuing
Bodies, others provide trading platforms for “green”
electricity (i.e. electricity coupled with GO) or for GO as a
separate trading product.
• The primary role of GO is to serve as a basis or tool for
disclosure, i.e. informing consumers about what kind of
electricity they are using. This would be better served by
expanding the system to all types of generation.
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RES and GO (cont.)
The evolving GO system could be strengthened by several
additional measures:
• Need for harmonization of national rules and regulations.
• Trust in GO tends to be low -> The credibility of GO might
be strengthened both by shortening the disclosure period
and by expanding the system to all generation types.
• GO-markets are Europe-wide markets requiring the same
level of security as EUA, gas or power markets.
GO segments the market, enabling voluntary support where
consumers decide to pay for a specific product mix, be it
“green”, “CO2 free” or potentially even nuclear.
GO vs GC: With GO systems up and running there is no need
for a parallel system, since green certificates basically perform
the same function
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SUMMARY
A solution for current RES-E support problems should fulfil the following:
• Be a European, not a national one;
• Support the integration of RES into the electricity market and thus avoid
distortions on the market;
• Any subsidies must have a clearly defined endpoint and that holds for all
types of generation;
• Subsidies should be available only where needed, market-ready
technologies should go to the market and a functioning CO2 emissions
markets that puts a clear price on externalities will help them to;
• Technologies that are not market ready should receive support through
other mechanisms, such as R&D grants;
• Put the focus back on consumers, by using the GO system as a tool;
• Put all power plants and subject on the same footing and make their
contribution to the stability of the electric system commensurate to their
size.
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Thank you for your attention!

More INFO:
www.europex.org
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